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Press Release 

 
From Mice to Men – Lessons in Color Vision 
 
Retinal neurons sensitize to colors preferred by nearby photo-
receptors. Results in mice may explain primates’ red-green vision 
 
 

 

Tübingen, 11.02.2013 
 
Our eyes are complicated organs, with the retina in the back of the  

eyeball comprising hundreds of millions of neurons that allow us to see, 

and to do so in color. Scientists have long known that some retinal  

ganglion cells – neurons connecting the retina to the rest of the brain – 

are tuned to specific wavelengths of light (colors). In humans and other 

primates they are excited by red and inhibited by green, for example. An 

important question is: how are these “color-opponent” cells wired to  

discriminate wavelengths so that we perceive colors? 

 

Scientists in the lab of Thomas Euler, professor at the Werner Reichardt 

Centre for Integrative Neuroscience and the Institute for Ophthalmology 

at the University of Tübingen, have been working on the problem of  

retinal color processing for several years. Their article in the journal  

Neuron shows that whether or not ganglion cells become color-opponent 

depends on the chromatic preference of the light-sensitive photoreceptor 

cells in the vicinity. The research looked at mice, which have a striking 

distribution of photoreceptors across their retina, with a green-sensitive 

upper half and blue-sensitive lower half. This differs from most mammals, 

yet they are an excellent model system for studying important aspects of 

mammalian color processing. 

 

Researchers found that when stimulated with light, ganglion cells that 

have never before been implicated in color vision become color-opponent 

if they are located close to the border between the green- and the blue-

dominated retina halves, but nowhere else. Their findings show that color 

vision can arise from neural circuits in the retina that are not specifically 

“wired” for color processing.  

 

Although these findings were made in mice, they represent an important 

contribution to our understanding of color processing in humans and  

other primates, which are considered the color specialists among the 

mammals. Such random wiring has long been proposed for primate red-

green color vision, which resulted from a gene duplication event that  

occurred quite recently on an evolutionary time scale – possibly leaving 
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not enough time for a specific neural circuit to evolve. The new findings support this idea and sug-

gest more similarities in the general principles of color discrimination in mice and primates than pre-

viously thought.  

 

In addition to the financial support from the CIN, the work was made possible by the Research Unit 

“Dynamics and Stability of Retinal Processing” (FOR701) funded by the German Research Founda-

tion (DFG). 

 

Original Article: Le Chang, Tobias Breuniger, Thomas Euler. ‘Chromatic Coding from Cone-type 

Unselective Circuits in the Mouse Retina’ Neuron Volume 77 Issue 3 6 February 2013. 
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The University of Tübingen 
 
Innovative. Interdisciplinary. International. Since 1477. These have always been the University of Tübingen’s guiding principles in re-
search and teaching. With its long tradition, Tübingen is one of Germany’s most respected universities. Tübingen’s Neuroscience Excel-
lence Cluster, Empirical  Education Research Graduate School and institutional strategy are backed by the German government’s Excel-
lence Initiative, making Tübingen one of eleven German universities with the title of excellence. Tübingen is also home to five Collabora-
tive Research Centers, participates in six Transregional Collaborative Research Centers, and hosts six Graduate Schools. 
  
Our core research areas include: integrative neuroscience, clinical imaging, translational immunology and cancer research, microbiology 
and infection research, biochemistry and pharmaceuticals research, the molecular biology of plants, geo-environment research, astro- 
and elementary particle physics, quantum physics and nanotechnology, archeology and prehistory, history, religion and culture, language 
and cognition, media and education research.  
 
The excellence of our research provides optimal conditions for students and academics from all over the world. Nearly 28,000 students 
are currently enrolled at the University of Tübingen. As a comprehensive research University, we offer more than 250 subjects. Our 
courses combine teaching and research, promoting a deeper understanding of the material while encouraging students to share their own 
knowledge and ideas. This philosophy gives Tübingen students strength and confidence in their fields and a solid foundation for interdis-
ciplinary research. 
 
 
 
The Werner Reichardt Centre for Integrative Neuroscience (CIN) 
 
The Werner Reichardt Centre for Integrative Neuroscience (CIN) is an interdisciplinary institution at the University of Tübingen funded by 
the DFG’s German Excellence Initiative program. Its aim is to deepen our understanding of how the brain generates functions and how 
brain diseases impair them, guided by the conviction that any progress in understanding can only be achieved through an integrative 
approach spanning multiple levels of organization. 
 
 


